why communication
skills exams?
communication skills
Trinity’s globally recognised Communication
Skills exams are unique, in that they prepare
candidates of all ages to develop the kind
of skills that genuinely help them progress,
whether they are at school or university,
or in the workplace and looking to further
their career.

What does a Communication
Skills exam involve?
These exams are designed to encourage
candidates to engage with practical, creative
tasks that reflect real-world situations,
enabling them to develop invaluable 21st
century skills and make real progress in
life. They assess the candidates’ abilities
to deliver talks and presentations, to
develop and express their own ideas and to
listen, assimilate information and respond
appropriately in discussion on both familiar
and unfamiliar subjects. The tasks are built
around the following areas:

communication: analysis:
Expressing yourself
in a clear and concise
manner using
appropriate vocal and
physical skills.

Assimilating and
evaluating information
from a variety of sources
and to develop and
express your own ideas.

interaction:

Performance:

Relating to other
people, demonstrating
the ability to listen,
show understanding
and respond
appropriately in
discussion on familiar
and unfamiliar topics.

Preparing and delivering
a presentation,
bringing together your
own ideas in a creative
manner, formally and
informally to both
engage and persuade
your audience.

where can a communication
skills exam take you?
The skills and confidence you gain while
preparing for the exams will equip you for
all aspects of your future life - whether that
is interviewing for a job or university place,
making a presentation with confidence,
getting your points of view across in a
meeting or simply being able to express
yourself to an unfamiliar adult.
‘Taking a communication skills exam can
lead you to be able to go into any possible
outcome in your life and know that you are
going to fulfil the situation or brief very well
indeed.’ Stephanie Sales, Trinity examiner
The material presented for these exams is
entirely free choice, enabling candidates to
choose topics that are important to them
and fit with a curriculum or current working
environment.

The Communication Skills
specifications from 2019
The specifications are
available to download
now and are valid for
use from January 2019.
To download the
specifications and find
out how to enter visit:
trinitycollege.com/
communication-skills.

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS
Qualification Specifications
for graded and certificate exams
from 2019

Present
Negotiate
Analyse
perform
Interact
Persuade
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